
Name ____________________________    Math Game Board  #2 

 This Math Game Board has a variety of math skills, several relating to our Common Core Standards.  This game has 2 ways of 

winning.  Parents need to initial in each box when the math skill is completed.  Object of the game is to 

travel across the board accomplishing all math skills or tasks.                                                   

  Please circle which game you have completed for a reward:           Short-Cut      or      Full-Game 

Wining Strategies:  

The Short-Cut Game    

completed students       

receive one drawing from 

our classroom rewards.   

The Full-Game completed 

student receives 5 days 

drawing from our        

classroom rewards.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Count to 200 

starting at 0, out loud for   

someone to hear you. 

Answer: Ten and More  

worksheet  within this       

booklet. 

Skip count by 5’s to 

100, use the 100’s chart 

on the back to help. 

Using the blank boxes within this 

booklet, write your numbers as 

far as you can.  Some are filled in 

to keep you going. 

Skip count out loud by 2’s 

to 50, use the 100’s chart 

on the back to help. 

Using the ruler within this 

booklet, measure your 

shoe.  Write the         

measurement here 

__________ inches long 

Using the 100’s chart within this 

booklet, color all the numbers 

that you would say if you were 

counting by eleven’s- green.  

Short-Cut skip over  

to the next row. 

Short-Cut skip over 

to the next row. 
Count the  number of chairs 

legs in your house.  Write the 

number here _______. 

Answer: Ten and Ones 

worksheet  within this       

booklet. 

Answer the Counting Coins 

part of this booklet.  If you 

need help, ask an adult to 

help you get started. 

Using the 100’s chart within this 

booklet, color all the numbers 

that you would say if you  

counted by three.  Color them 

yellow. 

Write the time that is it right 

now below.   

Circle a.m. or p.m. 

:                a.m./p.m. 

Skip count out loud 

by 10’s to 200.  Ask 

a parent if you 

need help. 

Pick a time and write it on 

the digital and analog 

clocks within this booklet.   

Add the ages of your 

pets in your house, write it 

here ________ 

Get a handful of loose change 

from around the house-count 

the coins.  Write the amount 

here  $____________ 

Ask a family member for three    

numbers.  Using the place value 

chart within this booklet, place them 

in order from greatest to least.    

Creating the highest number. 

START   

Students return this 

Math Board/Booklet 

when they get to the 

Finish box.   

Students will get a new 

board when this one is 

turned in.  Please make 

sure parent initials within 

the boxes and circle 

which game you            

Reminder-this is an extra incentive for math skills, no grade taken. 

FINISH  
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Place Value Chart 


